
In times of crisis, such as the global COVID-19 pandemic, timely and accurate

information is vital to ensuring that people are able to keep themselves and each

other safe. This information typically comes from top-down sources, such as

governments and institutions that have the resources to do research and share

this information widely, generally through media communication channels such as

television, radio, social media and flyers. However, this information is geared

towards reaching a large number of people, and does not account for nuances

of specific communities, such as newcomers or those with limited digital access

which can lead to either lack of information or misinformation circling in

communities. Our research showed that grassroots leaders rely on their existing

relationships and embedded trust in those relationships to connect directly to

residents to convey accurate, timely and relevant information.   Throughout the

pandemic, it was grassroots leaders who found ways to get information to

people including meeting in person, or knocking on doors. We learned in our

research that grassroots leaders play an important role when they act as

facilitators of information networks by taking this information, translating it into

more accessible formats for their communities, and then sharing within their

informational networks. 

Episode 5: Grassroots Networks and the 

Flow of Information

In episode 5 of the Signal Boost: CCPD podcast series,

grassroots communication networks are discussed,

starting with a conversation between Desrene Cole, a

grassroots leader and member of the Local Champions

Network  in the KGO community of East Scarborough,

and Maddy Macnab, Coordinator of Community

Knowledge Mobilization at the East Scarborough

Storefront. These grassroots networks are important for

the flow of information to, from and throughout

communities, especially during crisis and shock events. 



Community networks, specifically information networks, are important for

synthesizing, translating and sharing information across communities and the

many, diverse populations that exist within them. Grassroots leaders cite how

“networks of networks” promoted the flow of information within communities.

Because communities are large and complex, it is impossible for a single

grassroots leader or agency to know everyone in a community, however, tapping

into these existing networks of networks, often with some overlap, supports the

diversification of where information flows.  With this network of networks

approach,  agencies also receive  information back from the community which

means that they can adapt their programming and services to better support the

communities in which they work. 

Throughout our research, we learned that local community agencies play a crucial

role in acting as a two-way communicator between institutions who provide

services, and grassroots leaders who have deep community networks to residents

that utilize these services. Many grassroots leaders described their role in

community-led support during the pandemic’s first wave as building and

maintaining networks between each other, and also between agencies and

residents in their communities, acting as connection points in two directions:

between themselves and service providers, and between themselves and residents

who needed access to services by connecting information between needs and

which pre-existing supports could be leveraged in communities to meet them.

Grassroots leaders stepped up to take on these roles because the top-down

formalized emergency response from institutions and municipalities were  not able

to adequately address the challenges that many marginalized people in

communities were facing.  Grassroots leaders were not only able to provide

information, they prioritized listening to what residents needed to stay safe and

healthy during the pandemic.



 A key theme in the CCPD research was  that trust was a major factor in how

successful community support initiatives were. Strong relationships between

grassroots leaders and agency staff are built on foundations of trust; grassroots

leaders told us that they feel supported and heard  when agencies  prioritize two-

way flows of information and services and support are actually modified to

connect more appropriately with the community. Agencies that had a mandate of

supporting grassroots initiatives continued to work with grassroots leaders to

develop new systems of support, while those that didn’t, pulled out of communities

or  doubled down on their own direct response efforts without involving grassroots

leaders. 

Desrene is a grassroots leader in the Kingston-Galloway-Orton Park community of

East Scarborough, a community with a long history of resident engagement and

agency connection. She explains why having pre-existing relationships with

community members is important, especially in terms of having a trusted grassroots

leader acting as the bridge between residents and agencies:  

“I think it’s one of the most important things to have that pre-existing

relationship, right, because you create that [...] comfort zone with

[residents]. So, for example, when I, when they have certain survey that's

going on [...] It's easier for me to call a certain amount of residents, and

I can ask certain question and [...], you know, [...], they freely will talk to

me, because they have that type of relationship and comfort”. 



This “network of networks” approach  is especially valuable during times when

access to communication is   critical to ensure safety. When grassroots networks

are bolstered by pre-existing trust, grassroots leaders and agencies are in a much

stronger position to support equitable and effective community-specific responses

to threats like the COVID-19 pandemic. . 

A key aspect of an equitable rebuilding strategy is networks between the different

players in a community: residents, grassroots leaders, local agencies, and

institutions. And in order for these networks to be effective, trust needs to be

established before crisis events occur so that information can flow freely between

them. Grassroots communication networks are uniquely positioned to disperse

crucial information to wide swaths of the community, especially into oft-neglected

or forgotten pockets such as seniors and newcomers, who are more vulnerable to

the impacts of the pandemic. Network based  information flows two ways and can

then be used to tailor programs and services that are best suited to supporting the

needs of communities. 

You can listen to the fifth episode of the Signal Boost: CCPD podcast,

Grassroots Networks and the Flow of Information, here. 

https://connectedcommunities.podbean.com/?p=16967117&token=55b1eb51fc516d4091ee5a87db980aa1
https://connectedcommunities.podbean.com/?p=16967117&token=55b1eb51fc516d4091ee5a87db980aa1

